Introduction.
A straight line-segment (the basis of the fundamental entity of classical vector analysis) is perhaps the simplest nontrivial example of a continuous flat space. Furthermore, it seems that, from an elementary point of view, a higher space should be regarded as completely βat only if it is composed of these elementary flat spaces (strokes) in such a way that the vector Δp joining any two points of the higher space lies entirely in that space. A criterion of similar spirit is the requirement that no such Δp have a component normal to the space. Since we prefer to regard a plane patch with a concavity in the boundary curve as being "completely flat", we adopt (for heuristic purposes) the second test. Either view leads quite naturally to the investigation of certain immersed spaces R N from the standpoint of the various derivatives of the radius vector p since these local quantities determine Δp. With regard to the space Rjy, we assume that it is a Riemannian space defined vectorially by means of the equation with p the radius-vector from an origin in an enveloping classical vector-space to a generic point of R^. The function p (x) is assumed to be such that Δp can be determined by a Taylor's expansion. Obviously, the term completely βat as used here is applicable to straight lines and planes but not to certain intrinsically βat spaces (i.e., flat in the sense that the Riemann-Christoffel tensor vanishes), such as curved lines and cylinders. The basic datum here is the Euclidean vector-space with it directed strokes which can be used to test lines and other immersed spaces for complete flatness.
Since Δp is determined by the various derivatives of p at the point of issue of Δp, it is obvious that complete βatness or deviation therefrom will show up in the derivatives of p. These vector derivatives may have components normal to RN and hence, in this case, do not belong to RJSJ in a strong sense. However, by forming certain dot products, they can be converted to scalar functions which may more appropriately by assigned to the immersed space. Among these In developing these extensors, we shall not restrict our attention entirely to curves and a single parameter, but instead consider two-dimensional spreads involving two parameters. Kawaguchi has already introduced a highly satisfactory theory of extensors based on several parameters [8] . However, to secure more unity in the present paper, we shall deviate from Kawaguchi's notation and designate partial derivatives of certain base letters by means of"matrix primes". A description of this notation and a brief account of the theory of matrix extensors sufficient for applications in this paper will be presented in the next two sections.
2. Notation. The symbolism to be employed in the present paper is essentially that used in preceding works on the subject (see [9] and [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ), except that Greek indices will be used both to denote integers, 0 to M 9 as before, and to denote matrices. 
with the symbol + indicating matrix addition. Summations, on repeated lower case Greek indices, unless the contrary is indicated, will be from zero to M in the case of one parameter, and over the set of matrices (0L t , (λ 2 ) with (λ χ ranging from 0 to U γ and α 2 from 0 to M 2 In addition, *'matrix binomial coefficients" ( β), <λ = (dp α 2 ), ,8 = (8p β 2 ), will be used to denote the product of the and the form of the Leibnitz rule for the differentiation of a product is the same as in the one-parameter case.
Similarly, the commutation-reduction formula,
may be established by following the procedure used in the one-parameter case.
See [ 1, p. 457 and 3? p. 215] . Consequently, we have (3.5) X™ = ($) X? Ap) , A =α = (G γ α 2 ), P = P = ( Pι ,p 2 ).
It now becomes immediately obvious that if F α is a contravariant tensor then ya\a) | s a matrix extensor, for quantities which are derivable from the radius vector p. Because of the obvious and well-known metrical properties of the g's, and the fact that the Christoffel symbols are involved in the equations for geodesies and the equipollent displacement of vectors, matters having direct metrical implications, it seems appropriate to refer to these extensors collectively as metric extensors. The components of two of these extensors are of the nature of higher order components of connection; and we shall distinguish between them, for reasons which will be presented later, by referring to them as the direct and alternating components of connection.
The direct connection extensor g . As a preliminary to the development of the direct extensor g , let us note that the part of Δp which belongs to the com- 
we see that, whether R^ is flat or not, and C is any analytic parameterized arc joining P and Q, then
That is, the quantities g , which obviously are extensors have the property that they determine (through contraction with the extensor x'^a' a ) the coeffi- The interchange extensors. To complete the introduction of the metric extensors, we return to the problem of the construction of the extensors to be used in raising and lowering doublet indices (i.e., in interchanging contravariance and covariance). We shall see presently that a satisfactory formulation is given by: Proof. Expanding which is obviously equal to the right member in the relationship to be established, we get
If we now replace 0, according to the relationship U = M -0. -5, subsequently drop the bar, and then make use of the formula
with summation on (λ from M -γ to M -,3. This range, however, may be changed to the regular range ϋ, Λί, since Proof. We have
The proof of the second part is similar to the foregoing. Here, as before, the capitals B and Δ have been introduced for β and 8 to emphasize that these letters are not to be summed; and ίί stands for the symbolism M This abridgement is possible because the pattern of letters in the binomial coefficient and at the base of the summation sign can be generated from the Greek superscript u -(M + Δ -B). See [6, p. 234] . We next note that according to Theorem 7.1 the contracted product of the L's vanishes excepting when 8 = .8, in which case the contraction collapses to δ^ 8°a or 8^, and the factorial multiplier reduces to unity. Thus the right member of (5.2) is equal to Lj , and the proof is complete.
REMARK. The proof of this theorem points to the desirability for a study of the contractions of our metric extensors-a matter which we shall consider presently.
6. The derivatives of equipollent tensors. An immediately obvious but nevertheless useful minor proposition of tensor analysis asserts that if
Furthermore, from the structure of the intrinsic derivative of a higher order tensor, it is readily apparent that all derivatives of any equipollent tensor (/ T = 0) are expressible as linear forms in the components of T with coefficients that are built up of derivatives and products of L's. The problem then arises of determining the composition of these coefficients. The resulting formulas are interesting in themselves as constituting an application of the alternating components of connection; in addition, they will be found useful in later developments-as a matter of fact we have already employed one of them in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
As a preliminary, we list two needed recursion formulas:
These formulas were first found by A. Kawaguchi and later independently by one of the present writers-see [9, p. 105-108; 4, p. 21-29, 5, p. 338-339] . They are essentially rules for going from a given rank to a rank one step further removed from tensor rank. In the case of a Greek superscript G;, the tensor rank is that for which (λ has the minimum value zero, while in the case of a subscript the tensor rank is given by the maximum value M. It will be helpful to bear in mind that the operations involved are formally equivalent to intrinsic differentiation except that (6.2) involves the quotient of two binomial coefficients ^C'/' C . Also, it should be noted that for a given Cλ, L c depends on M 9 while L°\ a does not.
The components of the tensors T appearing in the following theorems are to be regarded as functions of t, the curve parameter of a parameterized arc C. The existence of the necessary derivatives is of course to be assumed; and in cases wherein the existence of a solution of the differential equations / T -0 is required, the L's must be regarded as analytic functions of t. It should be borne in mind that neither the intrinsic derivative nor the total derivative of T with respect to t involves values of 7 off of C in their computation. Finally, as before, we shall assign terms containing out-of-range indices the value zero. replacing T c with -T L^, and subsequently applying equation (6.1), we obtain successively Differentiating T a γ times with respect to ί, and subsequently employing Theorem 6.1, we get 
Proof. We write '/£ in the form A a B^, with the understanding that the latter expression represents a sum of products of equipollent vectors. Differentiating this symbolic product y times witli respect to ί, and writing B^ in the form
Replacing the binomial coefficients with the equivalent product (p)" 1 (
and subsequently the dummy index 8 with M -8, we obtain
the first of the relations to be established. We next set Γ = Cλ -β and get
the preceding equation may be written in the form
We note in passing that there is a pleasing regularity with regard to the pattern of the Greek indices in the right member of (6.3), which may be described as follows: ( 1) Proof, As before, we express the tensor as a symbolic product, thus
We then differentiate γ times with respect to ί, and replace the resulting derivatives of A and B by their values expressed as contractions with L (Theorem 6.2).
The result is the equality REMARK. In case / Ί vanishes, the L's and certain semi-contractions (contractions on but one letter of a doublet index) serve to express T (t+h) in terms of T(t). To illustrate, if/ T a = 0, then from Taylor's theorem and Theorem 6.1,
In the Cartesian case,
and, of course,
7. Contracted products. As a step in rounding out the theory of the metric extensors, and as an implement for certain operations involving these extensors, it is desirable to have a table of their contractions. Several of these contractions yield Kronecker deltas, and thus provide the possibility in certain instances of circumventing the restricting circumstance of the lack of a division process corresponding to multiplication with contraction.
The methods employed in constructing our tables of contractions are not always direct. Consequently, it is necessary that we digress and consider at the outset one or two preliminary matters. The first of these is a formula relating the Continuing, we see that the operator U is equivalent to (^ )""* (^); i.e., Here it should be recalled that while L^a is dependent on the value of M chosen, L a b a is not.
As an application (which will be needed presently) of formula (7.1) 
that is, On the other hand, L°ί α is independent of M, while
follows the companion formula to (7.1), namely, B Aa .
Consequently, the contraction expressing a higher order intrinsic derivative of a covariant vector B^ may be altered, thus: 42 HOMER V. CRAIG AND 8. B. TOWNSEND Thus we have the relationship
With formulas (7. 2), (7.4), (7.5) and Theorems 6.1, 6.2, 6 .3 as a foundation, we are now ready to consider certain of the contracted products of our metric extensors. Our first proposition of this series may be stated as follows: A formula similar to that of Theorem 7.1 holds for cross summations, as witness: REMARK. The right members of the preceding equalities determine the scalar components of the parts of the higher-order intrinsic derivatives of the base vectors which belong to the tangent space 7\y. In case θ = M -1, the contractions reduce essentially to contractions of the L's, and we conclude that / ~p a and / p either vanish or are perpendicular to R^, This last property can be established directly by applying the operator p, to the following chain:
Thus the geometric meaning of /ρ α is that it is the part of p Instead of limiting our attention to the one-parameter case, it will perhaps be more interesting to carry out the investigation for parameterized surfaces in R^,. Consequently, we now set each of the variables x a of our immersed space II equal to a function x a (u 9 v) of two parameters. Thus the radius vector of our enveloping Euclidean space is now a function of u and v through the %'s. Symbolically, p = ~p[x(u, v) ].
The direct metric extensors g^, are defined formally as before:
The difference is that M and β now represent the matrices (M , M ), ( β χ9 β ), and the binomial symbol is the matrix binomial coefficient defined in § 2.
The mixed second-order direct intrinsic derivative is given by the contraction 
